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Abstract
To study the combined impact of soil moisture and microphysical pertur-
bations on convective clouds and precipitation over Central Europe, an
ensemble of five dozen real-world weather prediction forecasts was con-
ducted with the COnsortium for Small-scale MOdeling (COSMO) model at
convection-permitting resolution for a case with weak large-scale forcing (6 June
2016). We find a large sensitivity of precipitation, ranging from +10% to −23%
in 12-hr precipitation totals. While the homogeneous soil-moisture bias of±25%
primarily controls the timing of convection initiation and the amount of sur-
face rainfall, the number of cloud condensation nuclei and width of the cloud
droplet size distribution mainly control the number, size, and lifetime of convec-
tive clouds. In moisture-limited conditions, mainly positive couplings are acting.
Drier soils, cleaner air, and a broader cloud droplet size distribution result in
less rainfall. Wetter soils and more polluted conditions lead to fewer, but larger,
cloud clusters. Since microphysical process rates depend systematically on the
sign of the perturbations, but rainfall does not, there are compensating effects
at work that buffer microphysical perturbations directly and impact the cloud
condensate amount and the rainfall at the ground.

K E Y W O R D S

cloud condensation nuclei, cloud droplet size distribution, convective precipitation, microphysical
process rates, precipitation efficiency, rain formation processes, soil moisture

1 INTRODUCTION

Despite improvements in the parametrizations of physi-
cal processes and higher resolution of numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models over the past decades, the suc-
cessful forecasting of cloud formation and convective
precipitation still remains a challenge for convective-scale

NWP models. As convective processes are increasingly
resolved in these models, other sources of uncertainty,
like, for example, land–atmosphere interactions and
cloud microphysics, become more relevant. Land-surface
properties (e.g., land cover, terrain, and soil texture)
are highly heterogeneous across a wide range of scales,
and potential linkages between land-surface variables
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and atmospheric variables such as temperature and
precipitation are difficult to establish (e.g., Seneviratne
et al., 2010; Kirshbaum et al., 2018). With prevailing weak
synoptic-scale forcing, land–atmosphere interactions are
assumed to be decisive for cloud formation and the subse-
quent convective precipitation. The effect of soil-moisture
anomalies on the formation of precipitation in the mid-
latitudes using convective-scale NWP models in real case
scenarios has rarely been examined so far. Hohenegger
et al. (2009) and Barthlott et al. (2011) showed a strong
case dependence of the soil-moisture–precipitation cou-
pling. The decisive role of the prevailing weather regime
on the sign of coupling of soil-moisture perturbations and
convective afternoon precipitation was shown by Baur
et al. (2018). Averaged over seven synoptically weakly
forced cases, they found a positive coupling between
the overall soil-moisture bias and the domain-averaged
precipitation.

A further source of uncertainty in convective-scale
modelling arises from the nonlinear character of the
microphysics and the complexity of the microphysical sys-
tem, with many possible process pathways (e.g., Seifert
et al., 2012). Aerosol–cloud interactions are among the
most uncertain processes in NWP models, and the large
variability of cloud physics parametrizations results in a
large spread of modelling results (e.g., Fan et al., 2016).
Recently, Glassmeier and Lohmann (2018) studied the
sensitivity of warm- and mixed-phase orographic precip-
itation to aerosol backgrounds with idealized 2D simula-
tions. They found that the precipitation response to aerosol
perturbations is buffered, compared with the response of
cloud variables. Recent work also documented that the
effect of aerosols on cloud formation and subsequent pre-
cipitation varies in sign and magnitude for different situa-
tions. For example, using idealized simulations, Grant and
van den Heever (2015) showed that aerosol effects on deep
convective clouds are also modulated by the altitude of
dry layers and that the aerosol impacts vary inversely with
storm organization. Realistic simulations for six cases with
different weather regimes were investigated by Barthlott
and Hoose (2018). They found a systematic decrease of
total precipitation with increasing cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) concentrations for cases with strong syn-
optic forcing caused by a suppressed warm-rain process,
whereas no systematic aerosol effect is simulated for weak
synoptic forcing.

In addition, the width of the cloud droplet size dis-
tribution (CDSD), which is controlled by the shape
parameter 𝜈, has important implications for microphysi-
cal processes and cloud characteristics. Using large-eddy
simulations of nonprecipitating shallow cumulus clouds,
Igel and van den Heever (2017b) have shown that the
evaporation rates are much more sensitive to the value

of the shape parameter than to the condensation rates.
As a result, cloud properties such as droplet number con-
centration, mean droplet diameter, and cloud fraction are
strongly impacted by the value of the shape parameter. The
changes were found to be of the same order of magnitude
as changes due to increasing or decreasing the aerosol con-
centration by a factor of 16. Furthermore, the cloud albedo
increased with higher values of the shape parameter,
which also has important implications for cloud character-
istics and development. As there is a large range in shape
parameter values based on cloud type and environmental
conditions (Morrison and Grabowski, 2007; Igel and van
den Heever, 2017b), it constitutes a parameter well suited
to studying microphysical uncertainty. Barthlott et al.
(2022) have found that a smaller width of CDSD can pro-
duce almost as large a variation in precipitation as a CCN
increase from maritime to polluted conditions. Modifica-
tions of the shape parameter affect several processes, such
as evaporation, water-vapour deposition, radiation, and
heating rates. The inclusion of microphysical uncertain-
ties by perturbing CDSD parameters in convective-scale
models is therefore very promising.

While the individual driving processes for convec-
tion initiation and cloud development have been studied
extensively in recent years, only a few researchers have
investigated their combined effects. Imamovic et al. (2017)
conducted convection-resolving simulations with a sim-
plified land surface to dissect the isolated and combined
impacts of soil moisture and orography on deep convective
precipitation for an initial profile corresponding to typi-
cal European summer climate conditions. They found a
consistently positive soil-moisture–precipitation feedback
for horizontally uniform perturbations, irrespective of the
presence of low orography. However, a negative feedback
with localized perturbations emerged. A dry soil het-
erogeneity enhances rain amounts, which scale linearly
with the dryness of the soil, while a moist heterogeneity
suppresses rain amounts. Schneider et al. (2019) inves-
tigated the relative impact of soil moisture and aerosols
combined with orographic effects. They performed sim-
ulations with the COnsortium for Small-scale MOdeling
(COSMO) model with 500 m grid length for six real-case
events over Germany, with systematic changes in the ini-
tial soil-moisture fields and different assumptions about
the ambient aerosol concentration. The model produced a
positive soil-moisture–precipitation feedback for most of
the cases, with the soil moisture amount having a stronger
effect on precipitation than on its spatial distribution. The
precipitation response to changes in the CCN concentra-
tion was found to be more complex and case-dependent.
However, both aerosols and soil-moisture uncertainties
were of similar importance for quantitative precipitation
forecasting.
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The goal of this study is to estimate quantitatively the
impact of different sources of uncertainty by investigating
the combined effect of soil moisture and microphysical
uncertainties, such as CCN concentration and CDSD, in
order to understand better the mechanisms for cloud for-
mation and subsequent precipitation for a well-studied
single case study during weak synoptic control. The con-
cept of combined perturbations (instead of perturbing
one parameter alone) is especially challenging and gives
additional insight into the role of different uncertainties
and how they affect convective precipitation. This work
is embedded in numerous articles (Baur et al., 2018; Rasp
et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2018; Hirt et al., 2019; Keil et al.,
2019) addressing different aspects of predictability that
focus on a 10-day high-impact weather period character-
ized by frequent heavy precipitation events across Central
Europe in early summer 2016. On four out of these ten
days, weather was determined by weak synoptic con-
trol, characterized by a clear diurnal cycle of convection
triggered by local processes not disturbed by transient syn-
optic weather systems. Several studies (e.g., Barthlott and
Hoose, 2018; Baur et al., 2018; Keil et al., 2019) showed that
the atmosphere reacts more sensitively to soil-moisture
perturbations and various aerosol concentrations during
weak synoptic forcing. Hence, we herein constrain the
numerical experimentation to a single weather situation
with a potentially larger than average impact on clouds
and rainfall. The case of 6 June 2016 has been selected as
a typical atmospheric scenario governed by weak synoptic
control and serves as a prototype for studying the collective
influence. We intentionally disregard the key sources of
uncertainty in limited-area modelling (initial conditions,
lateral boundary conditions, model error) and focus exclu-
sively on the joint impact of the three perturbations on
microphysical process rates, the ensuing clouds, and ulti-
mately surface precipitation. The novel aspect of this work

is the fact that soil moisture and microphysical uncertain-
ties are combined in realistic convection-resolving simula-
tions. Although only one case study is examined here, this
study represents another piece in the mosaic required to
elaborate on the perturbation strategy in convective-scale
models in order to describe convective-scale predictability
adequately, and can be considered as a proof-of-concept
to assess the possible value of combined sensitivities.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Model description

All numerical experiments are performed with the
convective-scale COSMO model (until February 2021
the operational forecast model of the Consortium for
Small-Scale MOdeling, version 5.05: Schättler et al., 2018).
The model covers Germany and parts of the neighbour-
ing countries, including most of the Alps (Figure 1a). This
domain is covered using a spatial resolution of 0.025 ◦

in the horizontal, resulting in 461 by 421 grid cells with
an approximate spacing of 2.8 km, 50 vertical levels, and
a time step of 25 s. The evaluation is performed for a
subdomain largely covering Germany (depicted by the
grey box in Figure 1a). All experiments are initialized at
0000 UTC, driven by hourly COSMO-EU analyses (i.e.,
the operational 7-km model version covering the whole
of Europe). Similar to Barthlott and Hoose (2018) and
in contrast to the model setup used operationally, we
applied a two-moment microphysics scheme (Seifert and
Beheng, 2006). This microphysics scheme calculates both
mass mixing ratios and number concentrations of various
hydrometeors, including rain, hail, graupel, and snow. The
activation of CCN from aerosol particles is based on pre-
calculated activation ratios stored in lookup tables (Segal
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(a) COSMO-DE Domain (b) RADAR observation (c) Reference simulation

F I G U R E 1 (a) COSMO-DE domain with the investigation region (inner frame). Also shown are the orography in greyscale, political
boundaries as dotted lines, and coastlines as black solid lines. Daily accumulated precipitation (b) derived from RADAR observations
(RADOLAN) and (c) of the reference simulation (B100; 𝜈 = 0; CCN = 1700 cm−3), valid on 6 June, 2016 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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and Khain, 2006), which depend on the properties of the
aerosol and the vertical velocity at cloud base.

2.2 Perturbation strategy

Firstly, the moisture content of the soil is perturbed by
imposing a uniform soil-moisture bias. For that purpose,
we increase/reduce (moist bias B125/dry bias B075) the
initial soil-moisture content by 25% relative to the refer-
ence state (B100). The bias of ±25% is motivated by Hauck
et al. (2011). They found that the mean bias between
soil-moisture measurements and the COSMO state ranges
between 20% and 30% in the southwestern region of the
modelling domain.

Secondly, four different aerosol settings are prescribed
in this study. These differ in the number density of con-
densation nuclei (NCN), the mean radius of aerosols, and
the aerosol mode standard deviation. The aerosol settings
include Maritime (NCN = 100 cm−3), Intermediate (NCN =
500 cm−3), Continental (NCN = 1700 cm−3), and Continen-
tal Polluted (NCN = 3200 cm−3). The aerosol setting Conti-
nental, a typical setting for the Central European region, is
used as the reference setting.

The third perturbed quantity represents the shape
parameter 𝜈 of the cloud droplet size distribution (CDSD).
This parameter mainly determines the width of the CDSD,
as shown in Figure 2. In our experiments, we use five
discrete values, 𝜈 = [0, 1, 2, 4, 8]. The larger the shape
parameter, the narrower the CDSD. Consequently, 𝜈 = 0

F I G U R E 2 Example cloud droplet size distributions (DSD)
with different shape parameters 𝜈 = [0, 1, 2, 4, 8]. All graphs are
calculated with a fixed number concentration of droplets (300 cm−3)
and mixing ratio (1.0 g⋅m−3) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

represents the broadest CDSD, whereas 𝜈 = 8 leads to the
narrowest CDSD. This choice is similar to Igel and van den
Heever (2017a) and represents a realistic range of values.
This range was also investigated in idealized simulations
by Wellmann et al. (2020). The reference value is chosen to
be 𝜈 = 0, which is the default value in the COSMO model.
All combinations of perturbations add up to 60 COSMO
experiments performed for a single real case study.

2.3 Case study

We chose a synoptically weakly forced case, as the
response is supposed to be stronger for soil-moisture
perturbations (e.g., Baur et al., 2018; Keil et al., 2019)
and microphysical changes (e.g., Barthlott and Hoose,
2018; Keil et al., 2019). The meteorological conditions on
6 June, 2016 represent a characteristic case during the
high-impact weather period in 2016 with daily recurring
heavy precipitation over Central Europe (Piper et al.,
2016). The synoptic situation was characterized by two
upper-level troughs forming a blocking situation over
Central Europe and allowing for a persistent weak pres-
sure gradient over the investigation area. This situation
favoured low thermal stability and low mid-tropospheric
wind speed, fostering intense moist convection with pre-
cipitation rates of more than 100 mm⋅hr−1. Figure 1b
illustrates the typical precipitation fingerprint of such
a weather situation, with a spotty, crumble-like spatial
pattern. A comparison between the radar observations
(Figure 1b) and the reference simulation (Figure 1c)
shows that the COSMO model reproduces the weather
situation reasonably well. The domain-averaged, hourly
precipitation of the reference simulation (B100; 𝜈 = 0;
CCN = 1700 cm−3) shows a characteristic diurnal cycle
of convection with a pronounced peak in the afternoon
(black curve in Figure 3).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Time series of precipitation rate
and cloud water content

The case of 6 June 2016 represents a summer day with
local convection spread over most of the domain, show-
ing a characteristic diurnal cycle of convective precipita-
tion attaining the strongest rainfall rates in the afternoon
between 1400 and 1600 UTC (Figure 3). The most vigorous
onset of convective precipitation is achieved by a reduction
of soil moisture (−25%) and the narrowest CDSD (B075,
𝜈 = 8, CCN = 1700 cm−3; violet). This parameter combina-
tion leads to a more vigorous precipitation onset, leading
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F I G U R E 3 Time series of area-averaged, half-hourly precipitation evaluated for 6 June, 2016. The reference simulation (B100; 𝜈 = 0;
CCN = 1700 cm−3) is displayed in black. Furthermore, the experiments with the highest precipitation amount (B100; 𝜈 = 2;
CCN = 1700 cm−3, red), the lowest precipitation amount without perturbing the soil moisture (B100; 𝜈 = 1; CCN = 100 cm−3, blue), the
overall lowest precipitation amount (B075; 𝜈 = 0; CCN = 100 cm−3, green), and the most vigorous onset of convective precipitation (B075;
𝜈 = 8; CCN = 1700 cm−3, violet) are shown [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

to an increase in precipitation about 1 hr before the refer-
ence simulation (B100; 𝜈 = 0; CCN = 1700 cm−3; black).
The increase in total 12-hr precipitation, however, only
amounts to 1.4% compared with the reference simulation,
due to limited moisture supply from the dry soil. The low-
est precipitation (23% less than the reference) is produced
with dry soils in combination with clean air, but keep-
ing the reference broad CDSD (green curve in Figure 3).
This is supported by a reduction in convective available
potential energy (CAPE) by a factor of about 1∕3 with
lower initial soil moisture in the B075 experiments (not
shown). Interestingly, the largest increase in surface pre-
cipitation is not generated by wet soils combined with
extreme microphysical perturbations, but occurs for an
experiment in which only the shape parameter is mod-
ified (to a moderate value of 𝜈 = 2), keeping initial soil
moisture and CCN as in the reference. This combination
leads to a precipitation increase of about 10% (red curve in
Figure 3).

Figure 3 only shows a small subset of the 60 experi-
ments, highlighting the full spectrum of possible scenarios
comprising maximal or minimal precipitation for given
soil-moisture initialization or the earliest onset. These
selected experiments suggest a nonsystematic response
of surface precipitation to the perturbations. In order
to get an impression of the general influence of the dif-
ferent perturbation combinations, Figure 4 illustrates
domain-averaged time series of (a,b) precipitation and
(c,d) total column integrated cloud water for all exper-
iments. Focusing on domain-averaged precipitation

(panel a) reveals that the dry-bias simulations (B075,
red) show the fastest increase in precipitation, whereas
the moist-bias simulations (B125, blue) show the slow-
est. This leads to a negative soil-moisture–precipitation
coupling during the initiation phase, resulting in an ear-
lier onset of convection of the order of earlier by one
hour. During the afternoon, the response of precipitation
to soil-moisture perturbations is reversed. The highest
precipitation rates are achieved by the moist-bias simula-
tions, whereas the dry-bias experiments show the smallest
rates. The simulations with reference soil moisture (green
lines) always lie in between the perturbed soil-moisture
configurations. This more rapid increase in precipitation
in numerical simulations with a dry soil-moisture bias
and a longer duration of precipitation in moist bias condi-
tions has already been shown in earlier studies (Cioni and
Hohenegger, 2017; Baur et al., 2018). In general, the exper-
iments sharing the same initial soil moisture agree well,
as the precipitation deviations from the mean values of
each group amount to about 3% only. While this behaviour
leads to a grouping of the experiments according to the
initial soil-moisture content, the different CCN concen-
trations do not show such a clear clustering focusing on
precipitation (Figure 4b).

In contrast, the domain-averaged time series of total
column-integrated cloud water (TQC) shows a different
clustering (Figure 4c). Firstly, the dry-bias simula-
tions lead to the quickest increase in TQC shortly after
0900 UTC, while the moist-bias experiments lead to the
slowest increase, similar to surface precipitation. Contrary
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

F I G U R E 4 Time series of (a,b) domain-averaged half-hourly precipitation and (c,d) total column-integrated cloud water of all 60
experiments. Panels (a,c) are coloured according to the initial soil moisture, while panels (c,d) are coloured according to the CCN
concentration [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

to our intuition that TQC ought to behave similarly to
surface precipitation, as it is a preceding quantity, initial
soil moisture shows no systematic influence after precip-
itation onset. Instead, TQC sorts according to the CCN
concentration (Figure 4d). High CCN concentrations
(red) show the highest values of cloud water, whereas
clean conditions (blue) show the lowest. This reflects
the suppression of the warm-rain process in higher CCN
regimes, which is also apparent in smaller autoconver-
sion rates (see Section 3.3). Within each CCN group, there
is a larger variability, with deviations of up to 25% from
the respective mean TQC. This points towards a less uni-
form response of TQC to the CCN amount compared
with the soil-moisture–precipitation coupling. Overall,
soil-moisture perturbations control the precipitation,
whereas the CCN concentration primarily governs the
cloud water content. However, we have to consider the
fact that changing the soil moisture also changes the
thermodynamic environment in which clouds form. Soil
moisture has a direct influence on the partitioning of the

available energy at the ground into sensible and latent
heat. As a consequence, boundary-layer temperature and
moisture are affected, which usually increases CAPE for
wetter soils, and the availability of water vapour to form
clouds.

3.2 Domain-averaged precipitation
and cloud quantities

The time series shown in Figure 4 do not fully uncover
a systematic impact of macro- and microphysical pertur-
bations that would allow us to understand the different
behaviour of precipitation and clouds. To focus more on
the overall systematic linkage between perturbations and
surface precipitation, we show area-integrated precipita-
tion totals (accumulated between 0900 and 2100 UTC) of
each experiment relative to the precipitation amount of
the reference simulation (orange circles). The experiments
are arranged in Figure 5 with increasing soil moisture
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F I G U R E 5 (a) Relative change (i.e.,
(x − xref)∕xref) in 12-hourly accumulated
surface precipitation (orange circles) and
12-hourly relative change in precipitation
efficiency (PE, equation 1; black crosses)
relative to the reference experiment
(SM=B100, 𝜈 = 0, CCN = 1700 cm−3).
Precipitation efficiency is calculated for grid
cells with precipitation exceeding
1.0 mm⋅hr−1 in the respective experiment.
(b) Domain-averaged number of cloud
clusters. (c) Average lifetime of cloud
clusters (in hours). Evaluations are
performed for a timeframe between 0900
and 2100 UTC and for every single
experiment. Note that, for the sake of
brevity, the different CCN concentrations
are abbreviated by CCN = 6 (100 cm−3),
7 (500 cm−3), 8 (1700 cm−3), and 9
(3200 cm−3) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(the dry bias experiments (B075) to the left, the bias-free
experiments in the centre, and the moist-bias experiments
(B125) to the right). Within each soil moisture group (e.g.,
B075), the experiments are sorted firstly according to the
CCN concentration and secondly according to the shape
parameter 𝜈.

Dry soils (B075 experiments) reduce precipitation
totals, indicating a positive coupling. In comparison
with the reference simulation, all dry bias experiments
show a decrease in accumulated precipitation, rang-
ing between −1% and −23%. For CCN concentrations
less than 3200 cm−3, precipitation increases systematically
with higher CCN concentration. A closer look into the
four CCN subgroups reveals accumulated precipitation
to be secondarily sensitive to CDSD. Precipitation mostly
increases with increasing shape parameter 𝜈 (i.e., narrower
CDSD), leading to the sawtooth-like shape of the relative
precipitation deviations in Figure 5a. Differences caused
by the different shape parameters are in the range of 10%,
with the lowest precipitation for small and highest pre-
cipitation for large shape parameters. This sawtooth-like
increasing trend, however, is interrupted for the highest
CCN concentration (3200 cm−3).

A similar behaviour is discernible for the soil-moisture
bias-free simulations. The reference initial soil moisture
(B100) leads to roughly 10% higher precipitation values
than in dry soil conditions. Microphysical perturbations
(i.e., modified CCN concentrations and 𝜈 values) lead to
a change in precipitation from −14% for small values
(i.e., clean air with broad CDSD) to +10% for moderately
large values (𝜈 = 2; CCN = 1700 cm−3). Similar to the
dry-bias experiments, the no-bias simulations mostly show
a sawtooth-like increasing trend for CCN concentrations
smaller than 3200 cm−3 and an interruption of the trend
for the highest CCN concentration parameter (3200 cm−3).

The effect of a further increase in initial soil mois-
ture by 25% (i.e., from B100 to B125) is less consistent.
Relating the B125 experiments to the reference simulation
shows that the overall change in accumulated precipi-
tation ranges only between −3% and +8%. However, a
closer look comparing individual B125 experiments shar-
ing an identical microphysical setting reveals that only
those experiments with a small to moderate CCN concen-
tration (100 and 600 cm−3) indicate an increase of 10–15%
in precipitation relative to the respective experiment with
reference initial soil moisture, whereas experiments with
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higher CCN concentration show a decrease. This altered
sensitivity of accumulated precipitation to the perturba-
tions hints at a change in the evaporation regime, moving
from a moisture-limited towards an energy-limited regime
(Koster et al., 2009).

In summary, the macro- and microphysical pertur-
bations can alter accumulated precipitation by roughly
between −20% and 10%. For most of the experiments,
precipitation increases with increasing initial soil mois-
ture, increasing shape parameter (𝜈; i.e., narrower CDSD),
and increasing CCN concentration. This leads to the
sawtooth-like shape of relative precipitation within each
soil-moisture group in Figure 5a. On average, we find
positive soil-moisture, CCN, and CDSD–precipitation
couplings for small and moderate microphysical per-
turbations, that is, maritime to continental aerosol
assumptions.

To elucidate the impact of the perturbations on the
formation of precipitation, we now examine cloud clusters
(rather than TQC) as a precursor of precipitation. Cloud
clusters are defined as an area of connected grid cells
with the liquid water path exceeding 50 g⋅m−2, similar to
Barthlott and Hoose (2018). Based on this classification,
Figure 5b depicts the total number of cloud clusters accu-
mulated between 0900 and 2100 UTC for each experiment.
Cloud clusters lasting longer than one output interval are
only counted once in this 12-hr period.

In contrast to precipitation, the number of cloud clus-
ters is almost constantly decreasing with increasing soil
moisture, increasing CCN concentration, and increasing
shape parameter, indicating a negative coupling. While
there are up to 900 clusters counted in the experiment
with dry soil conditions and clean air with larger cloud
droplets, there are only about 500 clouds for wet and pol-
luted conditions. At first sight, this is partly contradictory
to the behaviour of accumulated precipitation. Two dif-
ferent hypotheses are examined in the following: moister
initial soil conditions lead firstly to more efficient precipi-
tating cloud clusters, or secondly to clouds that form larger
clusters, which persist longer.

Figure 6 shows (a–c) a time series of the number of
cloud clusters, as well as (d–f) the average size of cloud
clusters, coloured according to (a,d) initial soil moisture,
(b,e) CCN concentration, and (e,f) the shape parameter.
Similar to the temporally aggregated number of cloud clus-
ters (Figure 5b), the time series of cloud amount shows
a clear sensitivity to the initial soil moisture (Figure 6a).
Before 1600 UTC, the three groups are clearly distinct
from each other. Dry initial soil conditions reach an
early maximum at about 1300 UTC, with a cloud amount
between 270 and 300 clusters. The maximum number of
cloud clusters for moist initial soil conditions is reached
about 1.5 hr later and only amounts to 200–240 cloud
clusters, whereas for experiments with unperturbed soil

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

F I G U R E 6 Time series of the convective period from 0900–1800 UTC of (a–c, upper row) the domain-averaged number of cloud
clusters and (d–f, lower row)average cloud cluster size. Each row shows the same data, but coloured according to (a,d) the initial soil
moisture, (b,e) concentration of cloud condensation nuclei, or (c,f) shape parameter [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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conditions the numbers lie in between. The envelopes
of the three distinct line groups (explaining the range of
variability within one soil-moisture perturbation) remain
similar throughout the period. Furthermore, the number
of cloud clusters is secondarily sensitive to the CCN con-
centration (Figure 6b). Looking at the maxima of the three
line groups, high CCN concentrations (red) tend to be at
the lower end, describing a reduction in cloud clusters,
whereas low CCN concentrations (blue) are mostly at the
upper bound, indicating an increased number of cloud
clusters. In contrast, there is no systematic response to the
shape of the CDSD discernible (Figure 6c).

Complementary to the time series of the number of
cloud clusters, the average cluster sizes are depicted in
Figure 6d–f. The coupling between the perturbations and
the size of the cloud clusters is inverse to that of the num-
ber of cloud clusters described above, although the sensi-
tivity is less clear than for the cloud amount. Hence, the
cloud cluster size of moist initial soil conditions is shifted
towards the upper range of values, with average sizes of up
to 80 grid cells. Dry initial soil conditions, instead, show
the smallest cloud clusters, with a minimum size of about
40 grid cells. Those differences are discernible between
1200 and 1600 UTC, the time period with the maximum
number of cloud clusters. Consequently, there is a nega-
tive soil-moisture–cloud-amount coupling and a positive
soil-moisture–cloud-size coupling (Figure 6a,d). Finally,
the coupling between CCN concentration and cloud size
is positive (as for precipitation totals, but inverse to the
cloud numbers), with the largest cluster sizes for high CCN
concentrations (red; Figure 6e). Accordingly, low CCN
concentrations (blue) result in smaller cluster sizes. Simi-
lar to the number of clouds, the sensitivity of the cloud size
to CDSD is barely visible (Figure 6c,f).

In addition to the number and size of cloud clusters, the
average lifetime of cloud clusters is positively correlated
with soil moisture, CCN concentration, and CDSD, as sug-
gested above. However, the variations are on average less
than 30 min (Figure 5c). In conclusion, cloud clusters grow
larger and persist longer but are fewer given moist soil con-
ditions and high CCN concentrations. Vice versa, there are
more, but smaller and short-lived cloud clusters present
in dry soil and clean aerosol conditions, which ultimately
lead to less precipitation (see Figures 5 and 6).

3.3 Precipitation efficiency
and microphysical process rates

To examine further the nonlinear increase in precipitation
but quasilinear decrease in the number of cloud clusters
(sawtooth-like increase versus rather constant decrease
in Figure 5a,b, respectively) for moister soils and more

polluted conditions, we apply the concept of precipitation
efficiency (PE) to the various experiments. PE is defined
as the ratio of hourly precipitation (P, kg⋅m−2⋅h−1) to
the sum of all processes generating condensates in the
atmosphere (G):

PE = P
G
. (1)

The generation term G comprises the microphysical
processes deposition, riming, autoconversion, and accre-
tion. Other PE definitions, for example, by Khain (2009),
use only condensation and ice deposition for conden-
sate generation. In this study, however, we consider all
microphysical processes leading to hydrometeor types
forming surface precipitation (i.e., rain, ice, snow, graupel,
and hail) and thereby neglect the condensation of cloud
droplets. As melting and freezing is only a redistribution
between precipitating particle classes, these processes are
also not included.

The domain- and time-averaged value of PE is shown
in Figure 5a for each experiment (black crosses). Compar-
ing the three initial soil-moisture groups reveals that PE is
barely sensitive to the soil-moisture content. Instead, PE
exhibits a distinct sensitivity to the microphysical parame-
ter setting, as it increases with increasing CCN concentra-
tion and increasing shape parameter 𝜈. Independent of the
initial soil moisture, PE deviations from the respective ref-
erence run range from about −18% for clean air and broad
CDSD to about +20% for polluted conditions with a nar-
rower CDSD. The sensitivity of PE to the shape parameter
resembles the sawtooth-like increase in surface precipita-
tion (orange circles in Figure 5a). This is most evident for
the drier B075 and reference B100 experiments.

Interestingly, PE resembles the largely systematic
response of surface precipitation to many combined micro-
physical perturbations. However, PE keeps increasing in
more polluted conditions and with narrower CDSD (larger
values of microphysical parameters), while surface precip-
itation shows a decay. This hints at processes masking the
systematic influence of microphysical perturbations on PE
when focusing on surface precipitation.

Since PE comprises the ratio of precipitation rate and
microphysical processes changing cloud condensate, we
show vertical profiles of the various process rates and the
ensuing condensates to shed light on important mech-
anisms. Figure 7 shows the time- and domain-averaged
cloud and rain water, as well as various microphysi-
cal process rates included in PE, for the experiments
without soil-moisture perturbations (B100). In maritime
CCN conditions, we find the lowest amount of cloud
water (QC), but the highest rain water (QR) content. An
increase in CCN concentration leads systematically to
less QR, but more QC caused by reduced autoconversion
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

F I G U R E 7 Envelopes of vertical profiles of spatially and temporally (09002100 UTC) averaged (a,g) cloud water (QC) and (b,h) rain
water (QR), as well as, microphysical process rates for (c,i) autoconversion, (d,j) accretion, (e,k) riming, and (f,l) evaporation are shown. All
experiments are considered in this figure. Both rows comprise the same data with different colouring. The first row (a–f) displays all
experiments coloured according to their aerosol concentration (blue: CCN = 100 cm−3; green: CCN = 500 cm−3; yellow: CCN = 1700 cm−3;
red: CCN = 3200 cm−3), whereas the second row (g–l) groups the experiments according to the shape parameter 𝜈. Additionally, single
profiles show the experiments (all B100) with the lowest (𝜈 = 1; CCN = 100 cm−3, grey (blue in Figure 3)) and highest (𝜈 = 2;
CCN = 1700 cm−3, black (red in Figure 3)) accumulated precipitation. Maximum/minimum microphysical PE are achieved by choosing 𝜈 = 8;
CCN = 3200 cm−3 (black, dashed)/𝜈 = 0; CCN = 100 cm−3 (grey, dashed) profiles [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(Figure 7c) and accretion (Figure 7d) rates pointing
towards a suppression of the warm-rain process, as was
already found for simulations of a mesoscale convective
system by Barthlott et al. (2017). This is in agreement with
the general assumption that additional aerosols acting as
CCN result in more numerous and smaller cloud droplets
and therefore suppress the onset of precipitation in warm
clouds as a result of the less efficient collision–coalescence
process. Riming decreases systematically with increasing
CCN concentration at altitudes between 3 and 5 km.

Evaporation is strongest for clean conditions and peaks
below 2-km height (Figure 7f), thus contributing to the
strong reduction of QR below 3 km. The strengthened
evaporation is caused by the increased number of smaller
rain droplets that form under clean conditions, as was
shown by Altaratz et al. (2008). To test this, we computed
raindrop size distributions at various levels for several

integration times (not shown), and we find that the distri-
butions shift to populations of raindrops that are fewer in
number but larger in size in more polluted conditions. Due
to a smaller surface area relative to their volume, larger
raindrops do not evaporate as quickly in clean conditions
(e.g., Barthlott et al., 2017). However, they show the high-
est QR values, despite the low QC content and maximal
evaporation rates for clean conditions.

The sensitivity of microphysical processes to the shape
parameter is similarly systematic, albeit less pronounced,
and has the same coupling sign as for the CCN concen-
tration. Similar to the CCN sensitivity, QC (Figure 7g)
and QR (Figure 7h) show a contrasting response, with
a positive coupling of QC and negative coupling of QR
to an increased shape parameter. For instance, autocon-
version and accretion are negatively correlated with the
shape parameter, leading to maximum values for small
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2142 BAUR et al.

shape parameters (Figure 7i,j). The narrowing of the CDSD
with larger shape parameters reduces the efficiency of the
collision–coalescence process and therefore has a similar
effect on QC and QR than the increase in CCN concen-
trations. In particular, we find a significant reduction of
autoconversion of roughly −83% for the highest shape
parameter of 𝜈 = 8, compared with its reference value of
0 (considering reference CCN). The fact that precipita-
tion mostly still increases with larger shape parameters
(see Figure 5) indicates that cold rain processes dominate
and play a larger role for precipitation totals for these
conditions.

The dominance of cold-rain processes is also sup-
ported by Figure 8, showing the ratio of the aggregated
vapour deposition and riming to the sum of accre-
tion and autoconversion. Values greater than 1 imply
a larger contribution of cold-rain formation processes.
For domain-averaged precipitation rates above 0.05 mm
(30 min)−1, the ratio is larger than 2, or even larger for
precipitation above 0.20 mm (30 min)−1. This generally
hints at a predominance of cold-rain processes. Looking

more closely, increasing microphysical parameters even
increase the dominance of cold-rain processes. While
the ratio of a small CCN concentration (Figure 8a) and a
small shape parameter (Figure 8b), respectively, shunts
at the lower end, large microphysical parameters lead to
large ratios. While the ratio of a small CCN concentration
(Figure 8a) or a small shape parameter (Figure 8b) ranks at
the lower end, large microphysical parameters lead to large
ratios. Consequently, increasing microphysical parameters
actually increase the dominance of cold-rain processes. In
particular, the suppressed collision–coalescence process
leads to more supercooled liquid droplets above freez-
ing level (Figure 7a,g), which can also foster cold-rain
formation by higher latent heat release.

The microphysical process rates themselves behave
quasilinearly and show extreme values for extreme per-
turbations. The lowest process rates are found for the
smallest values of the microphysics parameters (𝜈 = 0,
CCN = 100 cm−3, i.e., low aerosol content and broad
CDSD; grey dashed), leading to a reduction of PE by
−19% (B075) or −16% (B100) relative to the reference

(a)

(b)

F I G U R E 8 Ratio between cold-rain (deposition (DEP) and riming (RI)) and warm-rain (autoconversion (AC) and accretion (ACC))
formation processes relative to domain-averaged precipitation. Both panels show all experiments and a 30-min output interval, whereas data
are coloured according to CCN concentration in (a) and according to the shape parameter in (b) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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simulation, depending on the initial soil moisture. Con-
versely, the highest process rates are encountered when
choosing maximal values of microphysics parameters
(𝜈 = 8, CCN = 3200 cm−3, i.e., high aerosol load and nar-
row CDSD; black dashed), increasing PE by +20% (B100,
B125). In agreement with the process rates, evaporation
also increases, reducing the large differences in QR. How-
ever, these extreme microphysical parameter settings do
not lead to the highest or lowest precipitation amounts,
respectively. In fact, the most intense (Figure 3; red) and
weakest surface precipitation (Figure 3; blue) are found
in experiments with other (not extreme) microphysical
parameter settings, denoted in Figure 7 by the grey solid
line (max: 𝜈 = 2, CCN = 1700 cm−3) and black solid line
(min: 𝜈 = 1, CCN = 100 cm−3). Note that these two profiles
only consider B100 experiments, to increase readabil-
ity. The largest discrepancies between the maximization
of process rates (grey dashed) and the minimization
of surface precipitation (grey solid) is evident for QR
(Figure 7b,h), autoconversion (Figure 7c,i), and evap-
oration (Figure 7f,l). Including the effect of initial soil
moisture even increases the differences in evaporation
(not shown). Evaporation, the most prominent process
removing QR, increases with decreasing microphysical
parameters, removes the large differences in QR, and
reduces precipitation, overruling the increase in autocon-
version. Furthermore, the distinct negative correlation
between evaporation and the shape of CDSD maintains a
sawtooth-like behaviour of precipitation.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the first time, the combined influence of soil-moisture
bias and two microphysical uncertainties (i.e., the shape
parameter of the cloud droplet size distribution (CDSD)
and the amount of CCN) in real-case numerical simula-
tions of convective clouds and precipitation is explored.
Using the same modelling framework as in previ-
ous work (e.g., Barthlott and Hoose, 2018; Baur et al.,
2018; Keil et al., 2019), namely the COSMO model at
convection-permitting resolution driven with the same
source of analysis data as initial and hourly lateral bound-
ary conditions, allows for the identification of uncertainty
resulting from combined land-surface and microphysical
perturbations. Since several studies suggest a stronger
fingerprint during weakly forced atmospheric conditions,
we constrain the numerical experimentation in this pilot
study and apply the concept of combined sensitivities to a
single day. The case of 6 June, 2016 has been selected as a
typical atmospheric scenario governed by weak synoptic
control. This day is part of a well-studied 10-day period
characterized by frequent heavy precipitation events in

late May–early June 2016 and serves as a prototype case
for exploration of the collective impact. For that purpose,
a series of COSMO simulations with three different initial
soil-moisture settings, four different spatially homo-
geneous CCN concentrations, and five different shape
parameters (𝜈) of CDSD summing up to 60 experiments
was performed.

As already shown in earlier studies (e.g., Baur et al.,
2018, and references therein), domain-averaged precipi-
tation generally increases with initial soil moisture. The
increase in precipitation, however, is limited, as the evapo-
rative regime transits from a moisture-limited (B075, B100)
to an energy-limited regime (B125). Further moistening of
the soil thus does not increase moisture supply to the atmo-
sphere and hence does not increase precipitation further.
Still, initial soil moisture influences the triggering of con-
vection, with dry conditions accelerating and moist con-
ditions decelerating its onset within the first hours. Our
results thus show a negative soil-moisture–precipitation
coupling during the initiation phase and a positive cou-
pling afterwards.

In contrast to the behaviour of surface precipitation,
the number of cloud clusters decreases continuously
with increasing initial soil moisture, narrowing CDSD,
and increasing CCN concentration. This is counterin-
tuitive, as clouds are considered to be a precursor to
precipitation. An increase in average cloud size and a
slightly longer lifetime counteracts the decreasing num-
ber, while not being as systematic (e.g., Figure 6a,d).
More precisely, this approach does not explain the distinct
sensitivity of precipitation to CDSD. That hints at other
processes influencing the efficiency of clouds in form-
ing precipitation in light of the perturbed microphysical
parameters.

The precipitation efficiency PE, the ratio of hourly
precipitation to the sum of all processes producing or
amplifying condensates, parallels the increase in precip-
itation totals, in contrast to the number of clouds. PE is
scarcely influenced by initial soil moisture, but is sensi-
tive to microphysical parameters, unlike precipitation. We
find that the formation of raindrops and their evapora-
tion are both negatively coupled with the microphysical
parameter settings. However, increased evaporation coun-
teracts the increased rain water content (QR) and masks
the effect of the microphysical perturbations on surface
precipitation.

For clean air with low aerosol concentrations, typical
for maritime air, the PE is lowest and the process rates
are largest. In contrast, PE is highest (synonymous with
the smallest process rates) in continental polluted condi-
tions (high CCN) and with the narrowest CDSD. Relative
to the reference simulation, PE varies in a range of about
±20%. Consequently, extreme microphysical settings cause
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extreme values in PE. However, the extreme microphysi-
cal settings do not result in extreme precipitation values.
Small, not minimal values of the microphysical param-
eters (𝜈 = 1; CCN = 100 cm−3) reduce precipitation by
about 14%, whereas moderately large values (𝜈 = 2;
CCN = 1700 cm−3) increase rainfall by about 10%. Since
precipitation efficiency does not differ between moderate
and extreme perturbations, a process depleting raindrops
must be acting in the atmosphere.

Adding initial soil-moisture perturbations shows that
a reduction in surface evaporation by reducing initial soil
moisture reduces surface precipitation further (−23% com-
pared with the reference), while PE remains similar. Due
to the reduced moisture input from the surface, minimal
precipitation is indeed achieved with the smallest values
in the microphysics (i.e., 𝜈 = 0; CCN = 100 cm−3). Alter-
natively, increasing initial soil moisture does not increase
accumulated precipitation further, due to the change in
evaporative regime.

Concluding, minimizing/maximizing microphysical
process rates in the vertical column does not minimize/-
maximize surface precipitation. There are compensating
effects, such as evaporation, masking the sensitivity of the
perturbations to surface precipitation. In other words, pre-
cipitation formation might be more efficient, but surface
precipitation does not change, due to relatively increased
evaporation. While the efficiency of forming precipita-
tion is almost unrelated to soil moisture, evaporation is
largely dependent on moisture input from the surface.
These compensating effects explain why the number of
cloud clusters, their sizes, and the surface precipitation do
not change consistently or linearly.

Besides that, microphysical processes also influence
the formation process of precipitation strongly. Similar
to the synoptically weakly forced cases in Barthlott and
Hoose (2018), cold-rain processes predominate, with ratios
of the same order of magnitude (see Figure 8). Further-
more, the evaluations shown here imply an enhanced
importance of cold-rain processes with increasing micro-
physical parameter settings. While small parameters (i.e.,
small shape parameter or small CCN concentration) tend
to be at the lower end of the ratios, the largest ratios occur
for large microphysical parameters. Microphysical param-
eters thus shift the rain formation more towards cold-rain
processes.

This work represents a pilot study covering a
well-studied, characteristic weakly forced convective sum-
mer day in the midlatitudes. We believe that this study
provides a first, albeit rough, but still trustworthy picture
of the combined effect of soil moisture and microphysics
perturbations on convective clouds and precipitation.
Robust results, however, require a larger data base con-
taining more case studies covering different synoptic

situations (see, e.g., Barthlott et al., 2022; Matsunobu et al.,
2022). Evaporation of raindrops is a key process that needs
further investigation. Detailed knowledge of the existence
of compensating or enhancing processes influencing the
collective effect of macro- and microphysical perturbations
on cloud formation and precipitation will play a key role
in future convective-scale NWP systems. In future studies,
such combined perturbations will be completed by taking
into account the key sources of uncertainty in limited-area
ensemble modelling at convective scales.
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